
You need to type a conclusion for this lab. You will write this 
INDIVIDUALLY. You may not “collaborate” with others. Your words, 
and your words ONLY. This should be in paragraph form, full 
sentences, past tense, 3rd person. Use multiple paragraphs if you 
need to! It should somehow include the following: 

What 
you did 

 Reiterate your objective/purpose/goal briefly  

 Reiterate your procedures briefly 

What 
you 

found 

 Restate any results that you may have calculated 

 Include your actual numerical results including 
your % yields 

 THIS MEANS YOU NEED TO CALCULATE YOUR 
PERCENT YIELDS! For the chalk and the salt!  

What 
you 

think 

 What “should” you have gotten?  

 Do they match what you “should” have gotten?  

 What does your % yield *mean*? Is it good? Bad? 
Too high? Too low? 

Sources 
of Error 

 Speculate on possible sources of error.  

 “Human error” is not a “thing.” Be specific. What 
errors?  

 Did they make your results to big or small? Why? 
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